Buck Mountain Ranch Rules

1. All State/Federal Laws and CPW regulations are applicable and
enforced. Report violations if you see them. License plate numbers,
names of individuals, and/or vehicle/person descriptions are helpful in
identifying offending parties.
2. Check‐in occurs at Gunsmoke Taxidermy. Hours and directions are
found in the welcome letter.
3. The hunt questionnaire must be returned to the ranch either at
Gunsmoke Taxidermy or by mailing within two weeks of completion of
your hunt.
4. One guest per licensed hunter allowed on ranch.
5. No camping allowed on ranch.
6. Motor vehicles must remain on open ranch roads (off‐road use
prohibited).
7. No ATV’s for hunting allowed on ranch.
8. The ranch does not provide any retrieval service, however ATV
retrieval by hunter will be allowed with prior written approval on a
case by case basis.
9. There will be roads that are closed, primarily in Tract 3, that will be
open for animal retrieval after 2:00 PM each day.
10. Be courteous to your fellow hunter. This is one of the Ranch’s biggest
complaints; “another hunter ruined my hunt”. With that said, we also
get lots of compliments about hunters helping hunters. Be one of the
latter please.
11. No road hunting or hunting from vehicles.
12. Absolutely no illegal drugs or alcohol.
13. Please retrieve as much of your harvested animal as possible.
Discarded hides can cause bug and other issues with the domestic
livestock.
14. Be prepared for all weather conditions. Clothing, food, water, and the
right type of vehicle with chains. Hopefully, you won't need them.

15. All hunter must check-in before they hunt and checkout (complete hunt
questionnaire) after they are done hunting.
16. The rules are in place to help make the hunt more enjoyable for the
entire group of hunters. Please abide by them (most do and thank you
for that). Treat all as you would like to be treated and have a good time.
17. Ranch rules must be followed or you may lose your hunting privilege to
hunt the ranch.

Thank you and success to all.

